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KILLING AND SUBORDINATION
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(Communicated by Richard T. Durrett)

Abstract. Given the one-to-one correspondence between nearly Borel right

processes and non-symmetric Dirichlet forms, we prove in the present paper
that the killing transform of Markov processes is equivalent to strong subordi-
nation of the respective Dirichlet forms and give a characterization of so-called
bivariate smooth measures.

1. Introduction

In my previous paper [Yi] I formulated a so-called generalized Feynman-Kac
formula for Dirichlet forms as follows. Let X be a Borel right process which is
associated with a quasi-regular (non-symmetric) Dirichlet form (a,Da) on L2 :=
L2(E;m). Let M be a decreasing multiplicative functional of X and νM the bi-
variate Revuz measure of M relative to m. If (X,M) denotes the subprocess of X
killed by M , then the Dirichlet form (b,Db) associated with (X,M) is given by

(1.1)
Db = Da ∩ L2(ρM ) ∩ L2(λM );

b(u, v) = a(u, v) + νM(u⊗ v), u, v ∈ Db,

where ρM and λM are the right and left marginal measures of νM , respectively, and
u⊗ v(x, y) := u(x)v(y).

In this paper we will study the inverse problem: given two quasi-regular Dirichlet
forms (a,Da) and (b,Db), what conditions make the process associated with (b,Db)
the subprocess of that with (a,Da) killed by a decreasing multiplicative functional?

After collecting some standard definitions, notations and results in §2, we show in
§3 that the subordination of Dirichlet forms is equivalent to the killing transform for
Markov processes. In §4 we give a necessary and sufficient condition that a bivariate
measure is a bivariate Revuz measure of a decreasing multiplicative functional.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper we assume E to be a separable and metrizable topological
space, E its Borel σ-algebra, m a σ-finite positive measure on (E, E). Write L2 :=
L2(E;m) and denote by Cc(E) the set of all continuous functions on E with compact
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support. Let (a,Da) be a Dirichlet form on L2 defined as in [MR]. Particularly Da
is a dense linear subspace of L2 and the norm || · ||a on Da, defined by ||u||a :=

[a1(u, u)]
1
2 , satisfies the Markovian property: for any normal contraction φ it holds

that φ(u) ∈ Da and ||φ(u)||a ≤ ||u||a. Set D+
a := {u ∈ Da; u ≥ 0}. Define for

F ⊂ E, F closed,

Da|F := {u ∈ Da : u = 0 a.e. m on F c}.

An increasing sequence {Fn} of closed subsets of E is called an a-nest if
⋃
nDa|Fn

is dense in Da with respect to || · ||a. A subset N ⊂ E is called a-exceptional
if N ⊂

⋂
n F

c
n for some a-nest {Fn}. We say that a property of points in E

holds a-quasi-everywhere (a-q.e., in abbreviation) if the property holds off some
a-exceptional set. Given an a-nest {Fn} we define

C({Fn}) := {f : A −→ R,
⋃
n

Fn ⊂ A ⊂ E, f |Fn is continuous for any n ∈ N}.

An a-q.e.defined function f on E is called a-quasi-continuous if there exists an
a-nest {Fn} such that f ∈ C({Fn}).

Definition 2.1. A Dirichlet form (a,Da) is called quasi-regular if (i) there exists
an a-nest {En} consisting of compact sets; (ii) there exists an || · ||a-dense subset of
Da whose elements have a-quasi-continuous m-versions; (iii) there exist un ∈ Da,
n ∈ N, having a-quasi-continuous m-versions ũn, n ∈ N, and an a-exceptional set
N ⊂ E such that {ũn|n ∈ N} separates the points of E −N .

An important result in [MR] is that a Dirichlet form (a,Da) is quasi-regular if
and only if it is associated with a unique Borel right Markov process

X = (Ω,F ,Ft, θt, Xt, P
x)

on (E, E), with sub-Markovian semigroup (Pt) and resolvent (U q), as follows: for
any f ∈ L2, u ∈ Da and q > 0, U qf is an a-quasi-continuous element in Da and
aq(u, U

qf) = (u, f). A set B ∈ E is called m-polar if Pm(TB < ζ) = 0, where
TB is the hitting time. It is easy to check that B is m-polar if and only if it is
a-exceptional. Moreover it is known that any exceptional set N is contained in a
properly exceptional N1 in the sense that E \N1 is absorbing. (See [Fu].) Having
(a,Da) at hand, we define a notion of multiplicative functionals which is a little
weaker than what is usually used in theory of Markov processes.

Definition 2.2. A real valued function M = (Mt(ω) : t ≥ 0, ω ∈ Ω) is called a
decreasing multiplicative functional of (a,Da) (or X) (MF in abbreviation) if (i)
Mt(·) is (Ft)-adapted; (ii) there exist a set Λ ∈ F∞ and a properly a-exceptional
set N ⊂ E such that P x(Λ) = 1 for all x ∈ E − N , θtΛ ⊂ Λ for all t > 0 and
moreover for each ω ∈ Λ, M·(ω) is right continuous on [0,∞], 0 ≤ Mt(ω) ≤ 1 for
any t < ζ(ω), M0(ω) = 1 and Mt+s(ω) = Ms(ω)Mt(θsω) for any t, s ≥ 0.

ClearlyM is a perfect MF in the ordinary sense but with respect to the restricted
Borel right process X |E−N ′ for a properly m-polar Borel set N ′. This makes no
difference in the view of Pm. Hence we can use most of results on bivariate Revuz
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measures and related analysis developed in [Yi] freely. GivenM ∈MF, the bivariate
Revuz measure of M relative to m is defined as

(2.1) νM (F ) :=↑ lim
t↓0

1

t
Pm[

∫ t

0

F (Xs−, Xs)d(−Ms)], F ∈ (E × E)+,

and is actually that of (1−Mt), which is an M -additive functional or an additive
functional of M in some books. (Refer to [FG] for existence of Revuz measures
in this case.) Denote by ρM and λM the right and left marginal measures of νM ,
respectively. We also get a right process with transition semigroup (Qt) given by
Qtf := P ·[f(Xt)Mt] for any f ∈ E , and the corresponding resolvent is denoted by
(V q). This process is usually called the subprocess of X killed by M , and is denoted
by (X,M). The condition that M0 ≡ 1 amounts to the assumption that the state
space of the killed process is the same as that of the original process. Ruled out
here is killing at the first hitting time of a non-m-polar Borel set. We know from
the work of Silverstein [Si] that in the symmetric case, if (b,Db) is obtained by
killing the process associated with (a,Da) at the first hitting time of a Borel set,
then Db ⊂ Da, b = a on Db ×Db, and Db ∩L∞ is an ideal in the algebra Da ∩L∞.
Moreover the converse assertion is also true. This result of Silverstein can certainly
be extended to the near-symmetry context of this paper; therefore the main results
following can be extended to accommodate the most general killing transformation
without great difficulties. But to keep the article to a reasonable length, I won’t
give details here.

IfX is associated with a quasi-regular Dirichlet form (a,Da), it has automatically

a weak dual X̂ relative to m which is associated with the dual form (â,Dâ) of (a,Da)
defined by Dâ := Da and â(u, v) := a(v, u), u, v ∈ Dâ. As a convention, notations

with ‘hat’ refer to X̂ and assume the same meanings as to X . It is known from [Yi]
that νM is dual to ν̂M̂ ; i.e.,

(2.2) ν̂M̂(dx, dy) = νM (dy, dx),

and the generalized Revuz formula holds:

(2.3) νM (V̂ 1f ⊗ g) = (f, U1
Mg), f, g ∈ E+,

where (V̂ q) is the resolvent of (X̂, M̂) and U qM the potential operator of (1 −Mt).

3. Subordination

We begin this section with a definition.

Definition 3.1. Given two Dirichlet forms (a,Da) and (b,Db) on L2, we say that
(b,Db) is subordinate to (a,Da) if Db ⊂ Da and b(u, v) ≥ a(u, v) for any u, v ∈ D+

b ,
and (b,Db) is strongly subordinate to (a,Da) if, in addition, Db is dense in Da w.r.t.
|| · ||a.

The following lemma is essential in later discussions.

Lemma 3.2. If (b,Db) is subordinate to (a,Da), then there exists an C > 0 such
that ||u||a ≤ C · ||u||b for any u ∈ Db.
Proof. Let I be the inclusion operator from (Db, || · ||b) to (Da, || · ||a); i.e., I(u) = u
for any u ∈ Db. It suffices to show that I is continuous. Let {un} ⊂ Db and
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un −→ 0 in || · ||b-norm. By the Markovian property of || · ||bwe find that u+
n −→ 0

and u−n −→ 0, both in || · ||b-norm. Since (b,Db) is subordinate to (a,Da), we have
||u+

n ||a ≤ ||u+
n ||b and ||u−n ||a ≤ ||u−n ||b. Thus u+

n −→ 0 and u−n −→ 0, both in
|| · ||a-norm, and then we have un −→ 0 in || · ||a-norm. �
Corollary 3.3. If (b,Db) is strongly subordinate to (a,Da), then any b-nest is an
a-nest. Therefore any b-quasi-continuous function is a-quasi-continuous, and if
(b,Db) is quasi-regular then (a,Da) is too.

Proof. Let {Fn} be a b-nest. Then D :=
⋃
nDb|Fn is dense in (Db, || · ||b). By

Lemma 3.2 we know that D is dense in (Db, || · ||a). Also Db is dense in (Da, || · ||a).
Hence D is dense in (Da, || · ||a) and so is

⋃
nDa|Fn , since it contains D; i.e., {Fn}

is an a-nest. �
We shall first prove that killing transform implies subordination.

Theorem 3.4. Let X be a Borel right process associated with a quasi-regular
Dirichlet form (a,Da) on L2. If M ∈ MF, then (i) the bilinear form (b,Db) defined
in (1.1) is a quasi-regular Dirichlet form on L2 with which the subprocess (X,M) is
associated; (ii) Db is dense in (Da, || · ||a). Therefore (b,Db) is strongly subordinate
to (a,Da).

Proof. It was shown in [Yi] that (b,Db) is a Dirichlet form on L2 with which (X,M)
is associated. Hence it suffices to show that (i) (b,Db) is quasi-regular and (ii) Db
is dense in (Da, || · ||a). But the proof of (i) is a step by step exercise if we follow

that of IV.4.5 and IV 4.6 of [MR] and replace e−A
µ
t there by Mt. We will not write

them here.
(ii) Fix f ∈ E with 0 < f ≤ 1 and m(f) <∞. By (2.2) and (2.3) we have

λM (V̂ 1f) = νM (V 1f ⊗ 1) = (f, U1
M1) ≤ m(f) <∞;

ρM (V 1f) = νM (1⊗ V 1f) = ν̂M̂(V 1f ⊗ 1) = (f, ÛM̂1) ≤ m(f) ≤ ∞,
where (V̂ q) and (V q) are resolvents of (X̂, M̂) and (X,M), respectively. Set Fn :=

{x : V 1f(x) ≥ 1
n , V̂

1f(x) ≥ 1
n}. Then Fn is finely closed, E −

⋃
n Fn is an

a-exceptional set, and both ρM(Fn) and λM (Fn) are finite for each n ∈ N.
Now let g ∈ L2 be nonnegative, bounded and E-measurable, and u := U1g,

un := u− P 1
F cn
u, where P 1

F cn
is the balayage operator. It is clear that

un = P ·
∫ Tn

0

e−tg(Xt)dt,

where Tn := TF cn , and hence un = 0 a-q.e. on F cn. Obviously we have un ∈
Da ∩ L2(ρM ) ∩ L2(λM ) or un ∈ Db for each n. Since Tn ↑ ζ a.e. Pm, un −→ u
m-a.e. On the other hand a1(un, un) = a1(u − P 1

F cn
, u) ≤ a1(u, u). Hence by

I.2.12 of [MR] there exists a subsequence {unk}k of {un} such that its Cesaro mean
1
n

∑n
k=1 unk −→ u in || · ||a. This gives the conclusion that Db is dense in U1(L2)

with respect to || · ||a, but the latter is dense in (Da, || · ||a). Therefore Db is dense
in (Da, || · ||a). �
Remark. The idea of Theorem 3.1(ii) comes from an unpublished note of Fitzsim-
mons, who proved this denseness in the case that (a,Da) is symmetric and M is
continuous and never vanishes. But it is this denseness that plays a very important
role in exploring the inverse problem.

The converse to Theorem 3.4 is also true and can be stated as follows.
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Theorem 3.5. Let X and Y be two Borel right processes which are associated
with two quasi-regular Dirichlet forms (a,Da) and (b,Db), respectively. If (b,Db)
is strongly subordinate to (a,Da), then there exists an M ∈ MF such that Y is the
subprocess of X killed by M .

Proof. Let f, g ∈ L2 be nonnegative Borel measurable functions, and let (Û q), (U q)

and (V q) be the resolvents of X̂, X and Y , respectively. Since Û qf ∈ Da for q > 0,

we can choose vn ∈ Db, n ∈ N, with vn −→ Û qf in || · ||a-norm. Then v+
n −→ Û qf

in || · ||a-norm and, clearly, in L2 norm. Now bq(v
+
n , V

qg) ≥ aq(v
+
n , V

qg) for any

n ∈ N. Hence (v+
n , g) ≥ aq(v

+
n , V

qg), and then (Û qf, g) ≥ aq(Û
qf, V qg) = (f, V qg)

with n tending to infinity. By duality we have (f, U qg) ≥ (f, V qg) for any q > 0;
in particular, U qg ≥ V qg m-a.e. for q > 0 and g ∈ C+

c (E), the set of non-negative
elements in Cc(E). Let us take {Ek} as a b-nest consisting of compact sets and
F :=

⋃
k Ek. Then {Ek} is an a-nest. By IV.3.2(iii) and the proof of IV.3.5

of [MR] we can see that (i) there exists a metric ρ on Y , compatible with the
original topology, such that each Ek is compact with ρ, and hence F and Cc(F )
are separable; (ii) both X and Y actually live on F . Let {qi} be a dense set in
(0,∞) and {gj} a dense set in C+

c (F ). Since each V qigj is b-quasi-continuous, it
is a-quasi-continuous by Corollary 3.3. Then it follows that there exists an a-nest
{Fn} such that {U qigj, V qigj : i, j ∈ N} ⊂ C({Fn}). Hence U qigj(x) ≥ V qigj(x)
for any x ∈

⋃
Fn and i, j ∈ N. Let N := ∩F cn, which is clearly an a-exceptional set.

By the continuity of U ·f(x) and V ·f(x) for f ∈ Cc(F ) and x ∈ E, we find that
U qgj(x) ≥ V qgj(x) for any q > 0, j ∈ N and x ∈ F − N . The similar reasoning
gives

(3.1) U qg(x) ≥ V qg(x), q > 0, g ∈ Cc(Y ), x ∈ F −N.

Thus (V q) is exactly subordinate to (U q) (in terminology of [BG] and [Sh]) and by
[Sh] there exists M ∈ MF such that

(3.2) V qf(x) = P x
∫ ∞

0

e−qtMtf(Xt)dt, x ∈ F −N, f ∈ bE+, q ≥ 0.

It follows that Y is the subprocess of X killed by M . �
A Dirichlet form (b,Db) on L2 is called reflectly subordinate to (a,Da) if Db ⊂ Da

and a = b on Db. A simple example of reflect subordination is a Brownian motion
on a the bounded domain D ⊂ Rn with its so-called reflect Brownian motion on
the boundary. The following corollary is a result on subordination. It also says
that a general subordination can be decomposed into a combination of a strong
subordination and a reflect subordination.

Corollary 3.6. Let (a,Da) and (b,Db) be two Dirichlet forms on L2. If (b,Db) is
quasi-regular and subordinate to (a,Da), then there exists a measure σ on E × E
such that

b(u, v) = a(u, v) + σ(u⊗ v), u, v ∈ Db.

Proof. Let Db′ be the closure of Db in (Da, || · ||a). Define b′(u, v) := a(u, v) for
any u, v ∈ Db′ . Clearly (b′,Db′) is a Dirichlet form on L2 and by Corollary 3.3 it is
quasi-regular. It follows from Theorem 3.5 that there exists an M ∈MF such that
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b(u, v) = b′(u, v) + νM(u ⊗ v) = a(u, v) + σ(u ⊗ v) for u, v ∈ Db, where σ is taken
to be νM . �
Remark. Let (A,D(A)) and (B,D(B)) be the respective generators of (a,Da) and
(b,Db). Benyaiche [Be] proved that in the case of classical symmetry if (b,Db) is
subordinate to (a,Da) and D(A) ∩D(B) is dense in Cc(E), then the conclusion of
Corollary 3.6 holds.

4. Bivariate smooth measures

From the transfer method developed in Chapter VI of [MR] we know that a
quasi-regular Dirichlet form (a,Da) admits a Beurling-Deny type decomposition
along the diagonal of Da ×Da

(4.1) a(u, u) = ac(u, u)+
1

2

∫
E×E

[u(x)−u(y)]2J(dx, dy)+

∫
E

(u(x))2k(dx), u ∈ Da,

where ac is the diffusion part, J the jumping measure and k the killing measure of
(a,Da). If X is the Borel right process associated with (a,Da), then J coincides
with the canonical measure ν of X relative to m, which is defined by

(4.2) ν(F ) := lim
t→0

1

t
Pm

∑
s≤t

F (Xs−, Xs)1{Xs− 6=Xs}, F ∈ (E × E)+.

A family A = (At)t≥0 of positive functions on Ω is said to be a positive continuous
additive functional (PCAF in abbreviation) ofX if it satisfies IV(4.6) in [MR], and a
positive measure µ on (E, E) is said to be smooth if µ does not charge a-exceptional
sets and there exists an a-nest {Fn} of compact sets such that µ(Fn) <∞ for each
n. It is known that µ is smooth if and only if it is the Revuz measure of a PCAF
(see Chapter IV of [MR]).

Recently there have been many works on characterization of smooth measures.
As an application of Theorem 3.5 we will give a characterization which was proved
in [Ke] and [St] by different, but rather analytic approaches. Let ũ stand for an
a-quasi-continuous m-version of u ∈ Da. Given a positive measure µ not charging
m-polar sets, we define

(4.3)
Db := Da ∩ L2(µ),

b(u, v) := a(ũ, ṽ) + µ(ũ · ṽ), u, v ∈ Db.

Then (b,Db) is a well-defined bilinear form on L2. It is actually a Dirichlet form in
the wide sense, namely, Db may not be dense in L2.

Theorem 4.1. Let (a,Da) be a quasi-regular Dirichlet form and µ a positive mea-
sure not charging m-polar sets. Then µ is smooth if and only if (b,Db) defined in
(4.3) is a quasi-regular Dirichlet form on L2 and Db is dense in (Da, || · ||a).

Proof. The ‘only if’ is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4. Conversely by Theorem
3.5 there exists M ∈ MF such that νM (dx, dy) = δx(dy)µ(dx) where δx is the
singleton at x. By the representation theorem of νM in [Yi] νS = 0, where S(ω) :=
inf{t > 0 : Mt > 0}. Also by the equivalence theorem in [Yi] we have S = ζ a.s.
Pm; i.e. M never vanishes (before ζ). Similar arguments show that the pure jump
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factor of M is m-equivalent to 1. Hence M is continuous and never vanishes. Let
At := logMt. Then A = (At) is a PCAF and µ is nothing but the Revuz measure
of A. �

The following lemma is easy to check.

Lemma 4.2. Let (a,Da) and (b,Db) be two Dirichlet forms on L2. If Da = Db
and || · ||ais equivalent to || · ||b, then (a,Da) is quasi-regular if and only if (b,Db)
is.

Given a positive measure σ on E×E, let σr be its right marginal measure, σl its
left marginal measure and σ̄ := 1

2 (σr + σl). We call σ a bivariate smooth measure
if (i) σ̄ is smooth; (ii) σ|Dc ≤ J , where D is the diagonal of E ×E.

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a Borel right process associated with a quasi-regular
Dirichlet form (a,Da). A positive measure σ on E×E is a bivariate smooth measure
if and only if σ is the bivariate Revuz measure of an M ∈ MF.

Proof. We will first show the ‘if’ part. Assume that σ = νM for an M ∈ MF. It
is easy to see that σr and σl do not charge m-polar sets and neither does σ̄. The
assertion that σ|Dc ≤ J is clear from the definition. Let (b,Db) be the Dirichlet form
associated with (X,M). Then by Theorem 3.4 (b,Db) is quasi-regular and strongly
subordinate to (a,Da). Define Db̄ := Db and b̄(u, v) := a(u, v) + σ̄(u⊗ v). Clearly
||u||b ≤ ||u||b̄ for any u ∈ Db. On the other hand let {un} ⊂ Db be a sequence which
converges to 0 in || · ||b. Since b(u, u) = ac(u, u) +

∫
[u(x)− u(y)]2(J − σ)(dx, dy) +

(σ̄ + k)(u2) for u ∈ Db, limn σ̄(u2
n) = 0 and limn

∫
[un(x) − un(y)]2σ(dx, dy) ≤

limn 4σ̄(u2
n) = 0. Hence {un} converges to 0 in || · ||aand in || · ||b̄; i.e., there

exists a constant M > 0 such that ||u||b̄ ≤ M · ||u||b for any u ∈ Db. Then || · ||b
is equivalent to || · ||b̄. Thus (b̄,Db̄) is quasi-regular and strongly subordinate to
(a,Da). By Lemma 4.1 σ̄ is smooth.

Conversely if σ is a bivariate smooth measure, we define Db := Da ∩ L2(σ̄),
b(u, v) := a(u, v) + σ(u⊗ v) and (b̄,Db̄) as above. Then (b̄,Db̄) is quasi-regular and
strongly subordinate to (a,Da). Hence by the arguments above we can show that
(b,Db) is also quasi-regular and strongly subordinate to (a,Da). Finally Theorem
3.5 tells that σ is a bivariate Revuz measure of some M ∈ MF. �
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